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HELLO FROM THE COLLEGE OF BIS

A MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN
When I’m asked about what my favorite season is, I usually respond with a very
definite “FALL” answer. Not only do I like the weather of fall after a hot summer and
before a cold winter, I also enjoy the feeling of excitement that a new academic year
brings in the fall. This Fall semester had all of the usual beginnings for Dakota State
University - things like faculty preparing their classes, students enrolling for classes
for the first time or returning for their next term, and the increase in university
activities both on and off campus. But a special beginning for the College of
Business and Information Systems was moving back into East Hall following the
renovations of our building, with new offices, new classrooms, a new conference
room, and a new look inside! We invite you to stop by and see us if you are in the
area.
Speaking of new, I can’t emphasize enough how important it is to the College
of BIS that our faculty are committed to ensuring that our curriculum and what
is taught in our classes is current and relevant to prepare our students for their
future careers. In recent years, we have introduced new courses such as Fraud and
Forensic Accounting and Clinical Documentation Integrity, and new programs
such as the BS in Artificial Intelligence for Organizations, the certificate in Project
Management, and the minors in Financial Technology and International Business,
just to name a few examples. And, of course, faculty are always updating the content
of their existing courses to include timely topics as well. We appreciate the input
from members of four advisory boards in the College of BIS to help with these
processes. These professionals keep us aware of present and future trends and
needs in their fields, and they provide valuable feedback about what we report to
them. If you are interested in getting involved with these groups, please reach out
to me.
On a more personal note, I do want to say congratulations to the College of BIS
Senior Secretary Brenda Warren, and her husband, Spenser, as they welcomed a
new baby girl this fall. Best wishes to all of them!
As you look through this newsletter, you will have the opportunity to read about
just some of what’s makes my job so rewarding…the faculty, staff, students, and
alumni. They are amazing!

Take care,

Dr. Dorine Bennett
Dr. Dorine Bennett
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STUDENT NEWS
Phi Beta Lambda

Homecoming

Phi Beta Lambda had a
busy Fall semester! They
promoted their student
club at the DSU Activities
Fair in September, and
later that month, Lucy
Fods, a Marketing and
Management major from
Chester, SD, represented
the PBL Business Club in the 2021 Homecoming Royalty Court.
Not only did they organize a community blood drive in October,
which resulted in 33 donations helping to save 99 lives, they also
had their annual leave raking project to help the community of
Madison in November.
Dakota State hosted the second annual Future Business Leaders
of America-Phi Beta Lambda (FBLA-PBL) South Dakota State
Leadership Conference in November as well, with attendees
from other universities and colleges in the state. As part of the
event, there was a panel discussion regarding the integration
of innovation
across various
industries including
manufacturing,
accounting, health,
and banking.
Panelists talked about the technologies these companies use to
maintain and improve their business, what challenges they’ve
confronted in the face of innovation, how their employees
contribute to the integration of innovation, and more. Thank you
to Jay Mennis of Manitou Group, Aaron Clayton of Eide Baily,
Tammy Miller of Madison Regional Health System, and Floyd
Rummel of First PREMIER Bank. The panel discussion was open
to the entire DSU campus, in addition to conference attendees,
and was live-streamed at http://ow.ly/h38X50GHpyE Following
the panel, Dr. Deb Tech spoke about Disruptive Technology in
Business and Dr. Dan Talley shared information related to credit
ratings in his presentation called Check Yourself and Your Credit:
The New Credit Rating System.
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Congratulations to all who were nominated in the homecoming
court. A special recognition to the BIS students: Zaki Ahmed
(MS in Information Systems), Vahini Atluri (MS in Analytics),
Lucy Fods (BBA in Marketing and BBA in Management), and
Praveenkumar Manne (MS in Information Systems).

Author
Daniel Van Deest, one of our Health Information Administration
graduates, recently published a novel titled, “Echo: A Detective
Lindstrom Story”. This is the second book in the series, following
“Balance: A Detective Lindstrom Story”. Both books are available
on Amazon in hardcover, paperback, and Kindle versions.
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Graduate Assistants

Entrepreneurship

The College of BIS faculty, staff, and students benefit from a
number of graduate assistants. Students in the masters and
doctoral programs apply to receive graduate assistantship awards,
and those selected contribute in various ways, such as assisting
with research and teaching. We appreciate all that they do!

Several DSU students attended the annual Sioux Falls Innovation
Expo in October. Collegiate Entrepreneurship Organization
(CEO) president Kevin Jenkins was a finalist in the student pitch
competition at the event. Among the tremendous speakers at the
Innovation Expo
was DSU alum and
Marketbeat founder
Matt Paulson, who
was gracious enough
to pose for a picture
with CEO members
Kevin Jenkins,
Matthew Moeller,
Colter Elkin, and
Aleona Lund.

Master of Science in Information Systems

Jayasimha Reddy Pedamalli, Lakshmi Narayana Revinisetty,
Praveen Kumar Manne, Jyoti Prakash Kannikanti, Sumanth
Cheemalapati, Zaki Ahmed, Sushma Kalagara
Master of Science in Analytics

Internship Experience
In a DSU news article, Applying
Classroom Experience to an
Internship, business marketing
major Josh Pauley shared how
he has been able to utilize the
resources that his teachers, Dr. Deb
Tech and Dr. Wendy Simmermon, taught him.

Future Entrepreneurs
Sairam Burla, Sai Ganesh Reddy Bojja, Vyshnavi Dasari, Vahini
Atluri
PhD in Information Systems

Akhilesh Chauhan, Piyush Vyas, Giridhar Reddy Bojja, Laxmi
Manasa Gorugantu
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Collegiate Entrepreneurs Organization (CEO) faculty advisor, Dr.
Michael Roach, and CEO president Kevin Jenkins are preparing
future entrepreneurs with a business plan competition. The two
were interview by siouxfalls.business for an article titled “Future
entrepreneurs gain early guidance through “CEO Club”.

Athletic Honors
The National Association of Intecollegiate Athletics (NAIA)
announced the list of Daktronics-NAIA Scholar-Athletes and
NAIA Scholar Teams. DSU set a new record of NAIA scholarathletes, including these College of BIS students: Caleb Nielsen,
Zach Rohrbach, Max Sonne, Marcus VandenBosch, Jacia
Christiansen, Lexi Robson, and Jacob Joachim. In other news,
BIS student Caleb Nielsen was named to the CoSIDA Academic
NAIA All-District 3 First Team as a punter. The College of Sports
Information Directors of America, or CoSIDA, recognizes the
nation’s top student-athletes for their combined performances on
the field and in the classroom.
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Fall Commencement
Congratulations to the College of BIS graduates who were
recognized during commencement ceremonies on December 11.
PhD in Information Systems degree:
Martinson Quarshie Ofori
Dissertation Title: “Transfer-Learned Pruned Deep
Convolutional Neural Networks for Efficient Plant
Classification in Resource Constrained Environments”
Dissertation Chair: Dr. Omar El-Gaya
Erasmus Etim
Dissertation Title: “Exploring High-Power Distance
among other Variables in Information Security Policy
Compliance”
Dissertation Chair: Dr. Kevin Streff
MBA in General Management
degree:
Sarah Lynn Darnall
MS in Analytics degree:
Philippe Marc Barsi
Angela L. Hammrich
MS in Health Informatics and
Information Management degree:
Jayaram Brindala, MD
Jarod Ray Lassen
MS in Information Systems degree:
Sumanth Cheemalapati
Brian Lee Coan
David A. Gray
Jyothi Prakash Kannikanti
Praveen Kumar Manne
Sona Ngoh
Martinson Quarshie Ofori
Oluwatosin James Olaore
Dylan J. Terry
Phillip Gregory Zito
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Baccalaureate degree:
Chauncey A. Bradeen – accounting (Summa Cum Laude)
Thomas A. Hill – computer education
Kirk William Morgan – professional accountancy
Ryan Aye Nagaki – accounting
Madison Ann Polzin – marketing
Mark C. Poncelet – management (Cum Laude)
Nathan Roets - Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Allen John Stillson – finance
Associate degree:
Terra M. Badmilk – health information technology
Caleb LeRoy Nielsen – web development (With Highest Honor)
Rachel Nissen – health information technology
Cole Parlet – business management
Mark C. Poncelet – business management (With Honor)
Alex David Rueschhoff – business management
Ariana J. Storley – business management
Additional congratulations to those graduating with honors as noted.

Baccalaureate:
Summa Cum Laude (3.9 or above GPA)
Magna Cum Laude (3.7 to less than 3.9 GPA)
Cum Laude (3.5 to less than 3.7 GPA)
Associate:
With Highest Honor (3.9 or above GPA)
With High Honor (3.7 to less than 3.9 GPA)
With Honor (3.5 to less than 3.7 GPA)
Graduate/Undergraduate Certificates:
Students also completed graduate and undergraduate certificates
in the Fall semester. These are:
Terra M. Badmilk – healthcare coding certificate (undergraduate)
and health information specialist certificate (undergraduate)
Ryan Langeman – healthcare analytics certificate (graduate)
Caleb Nielsen – information technology management certificate
(undergraduate), technology database management systems
certificate (undergraduate), web application development
certificate (undergraduate)
Rachel Nissen – health information specialist certificate
(undergraduate)
Ashley Vis – information technology management certificate
(undergraduate)
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ALUMNI NEWS
Amazon Web Services

Vice President of Student Affairs
Amy Crissinger was recently named as the Vice President of Student
Affairs for Dakota State University. She is a graduate of DSU, having
earned a business degree from the College of BIS. More information
is available at the DSU website at https://dsu.edu/news/2021/09/
crissinger-vp-student-affairs.html.

DSU news recently reported that College of BIS alumna, Karen
Hildebrand was featured in a recruiting video for her company. She
is the Worldwide Technology Leader for the Agriculture Industry
at Amazon Web Services (AWS), and completed three degrees
from DSU, including the BBA in marketing, the MS in information
systems, and the PhD in information systems.
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FACULTY NEWS
Teaching

High School Investment Contest

DSU Continuous Quality Improvement
Committee

The College of Business and Information Systems (BIS) hosted
the second annual high school investment contest in Fall 2021
coordinated by Associate Professor of Finance, Dr. Yenling
Chang. In this competition, students create and manage a
“virtual” portfolio using Market Watch as their online portfolio
management platform. The students were playing the game
guided and advised by their business teacher at their high school.
Competition started on Monday, October 25, 2021 and ended on
Friday, December 3, 2021, with trading only occurring during the
regular market hours from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., U.S. Central
time.

Center for the Advancement of Health
Information Technology (CAHIT)

Starting with a virtual amount of $100,000 to invest, the contest
competitors were evaluated on their management of the portfolio
according to their adherence to a chosen investment strategy,
rationale for stock selection, compliance with the competition’s
guidelines and portfolio return. The goal is to maximize the
return and beat the Standard and Poor 500 Market Index
(S&P500), which is a composite index consisted of the largest
500 companies listed on the United States’ stock exchanges.

During the Fall semester, the services of experienced
professionals and outstanding graduate assistants were utilized
to teach some of the coursework offered by the College of BIS in
addition to the classes taught by full-time DSU faculty. These
people included Sheila Hargens, Brian Ahrendt, Roger Hettinger,
Lynette Molstad Gorder, and Margaret O’Brien as adjunct
instructors; and PhD Decision Support graduate students
Loknath Sai Ambati, Giridhar Reddy Bojja, Kruttika Sutrave, and
Piyush Vyas.

Dr. Renae Spohn, HIM Program Director is serving in the
capacity as DSU’s CQI Committee chair. The committee
will be conducting a Baldrige self-assessment process to learn
more about the Baldrige Quality Award process and to identify
strengths and opportunities for improvement for DSU. In
addition, the committee will continue to support and advance the
Knowlton Excellence in Quality (KEQ) quality award process
across campus.

Dr. Patti Brooks was recently named by President Griffiths as the
Director of the Center for Advancement of Health Information
Technology MadLab at Dakota State University. CAHIT is
known for the great work in helping healthcare entities across
South Dakota with various research and service projects to
advance the implementation, use, and security of electronic
health records. The intent is to transition and advance the
research work related to Health IT and to transition larger
projects to DSU SOAR, a newly evolving service component of
DSU.
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In the 2021 “Beat the Market” contest, there were 41 high
schoolers from South Dakota public and private high schools
registered to compete, which was a 100% increase in number
of participants from the first contest in 2020. The player’s net
worth relative to the initial $100,000 was used to measure his/
her performance on the last day of the game. Net worth amounts
for the top 14 finishers who outperformed the S&P500 ranged
from $110,833.59 to $100,250.71. The top three students won
Amazon gift cards and the rest received gifts from the College of
BIS office and the Admissions office at DSU.
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Leading Lady
Dr. Deb Tech was featured in the Madison Daily Leader’s “Leading Ladies of Today” edition. In the
article, she talks about how professors are keeping up with the world of technology.

Guest Speaker
As a DSU alumni and teacher at Baltic High School, Mrs. Hailey Schmidt reached out to the Business and Information Systems College for
insight to helping her students make career and education choices, inviting a faculty member to speak and inspire future business teachers.
As a result, on November 8, 2021, Dr. Wendy Simmermon from BIS talked about the value of a business degree with Mrs. Schmidt’s Business
II students. These students have plans to seek a business degree after high school. Dr. Simmermon provided a broad overview of the levels of
business degrees, including certificates, associate degrees, bachelor’s degrees, master’s degrees, and doctorate degrees. She stated that while
higher education is a choice, it remains the best opportunity to provide options for your future career. The students asked many questions
about how to prepare for the changes from high school to college. They recognized this major shift and were seeking advice on how to
prepare for admissions, financial aid, and career opportunities. Dr. Simmermon discussed the trend of high schools not offering business
courses and emphasized the need for more business courses to prepare for the dynamic business world. Time was limited and the students
had more questions than time allowed so Mrs. Schmidt and Dr. Simmermon have been in contact with additional questions from students.

Center for Business Analytics Research (CBAR)
Dr. David Zeng was named as the new director of DSU’s Center for Business
Analytic Research (CBAR). He is an assistant professor of information
systems in the College of Business and Information Systems. CBAR, one
of DSU’s Madison Cyber Labs, or MadLabs, was created in 2015 by Dr.
Dan Talley and Dr. Jun Liu as an outreach vehicle to engage South Dakota
businesses, government entities and educational institutes, and help them
with business analytics needs. The program’s services are available to those
who have ideas for projects but need additional expertise. Businesses can
have conversations with CBAR to understand data sets and look for trends
and patterns to make better decisions, with potential to develop full research
projects for faculty and students which might involve grants or publication
rights. Dr. Zeng will be actively seeking additional collaboration opportunities with businesses, government agencies and organizations.
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AWARDS
Student Employee of the Month Award
Congratulations to Madelin Smith for being selected as the DSU
Student Employee of the Month in December. She has been
with the DSU Counseling Center since fall 2020. According to
her nominators, “She has an exceptional work ethic and always
arrives on time with a positive attitude. Madelin is very intuitive
and will see things that need to be done before we even think
of them. She is very good about doing things outside of her
daily routine.” Madelin is a College of BIS student, majoring in
Marketing, and serves as the secretary of Phi Beta Lambda.

2021 True Trojan Awards
Congratulations to these True Trojan Award
nominees and recipient. Way to go!
Dr. Mike Roach – nominated for the
Faculty Outstanding Contributor Award (this
is a student-nominated award)
Dr. Jack Walters – nominated for, and
SELECTED TO RECEIVE, the Equity,
Diversity, and Inclusion Award
Dr. Mike Roach – nominated for the Student Success Award
College of BIS – nominated for the Team of the Year Award
Information Systems Faculty – nominated for the Team of the
Year Award
For more information about the True Trojan Awards, visit https://
dsu.edu/about-dsu/true-trojan/index.html

Program Ranking
Dakota State University has been ranked #28 for the Best Online
Bachelor’s Degree in Finance by UniversityHQ.
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PROGRAM NEWS
College Faculty and Staff
The College of BIS was excited to start the Fall semester with the return of several faculty members and staff, as well as some people new to
our group. Joining us this Fall are Christine Souter as a professional advisor, Patti Brooks as an assistant professor, and Erich Eischen as an
instructor.

Julie Wulf Plimpton, Renae Spohn, Patti Brooks

Daniel Talley, Wendy Simmermon, Erich Eischen, Scott Morstad,
Michael Roach, Robert Girtz, Jack Walters, Deb Tech
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Dorine Bennett, Brenda Warren, Shannon Vostad,
Christine Souter

Omar El-Gayar, Jim McKeown, Jun Liu, Ronghua Shan, Hafiz
Munsub Ali, David Zeng, David Bishop, Cherie Noteboom,
Andrew Behrens
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RESEARCH NEWS
Publications and Presentations

Dr. Omar El-Gayar co-authored a paper called “Design of a
Virtual Cybersecurity Escape Room” for the National Cyber
Summit (NCS) Research Track. It was published by Springer
International Publishing as part of the Lecture Notes in
Networks and Systems book series (LNNS, volume 310 pages
60–73).
Dr. Jun Liu and DSU’s graduate student, Piyush Vyas, were coauthors on a paper published in Issues in Information Systems.
The paper was titled “Proliferation of health misinformation
on social media platforms: a systematic literature review”, and
presents a systematic literature review to provide a conceptual
framework and future research directions for the identification
and detection of health misinformation on social networking
sites.
Dr. Hafiz Ali and Dr. Jun Liu were co-authors on a paper titled
“Planning a secure and reliable IoT-enabled FOG-assisted
computing infrastructure for healthcare”. The paper, published
by Springer’s Cluster Computing: The Journal of Networks,
Software Tools and Applications, discusses the issues of
transmitting electronic medical records (EMR) and other
communication in modern Internet of Things (IoT) healthcare
ecosystem. This is both delay and integrity-sensitive, and
transmitting and computing volumes of EMR data on traditional
clouds away from healthcare facilities is a main source of trustdeficit using IoT-enabled applications. Reliable IoT-enabled
healthcare (IoTH) applications demand careful deployment
of computing and communication infrastructure (CnCI).
This paper presents a FOG-assisted CnCI model for reliable
healthcare facilities.
HIM Program Director, Dr. Renae Spohn, presented during the
virtual Commission on Accreditation for Health Informatics and
Information Management Education Fall Festival on October
6-8, 2021. The topic of her presentation was “HIM STEM Student
Recruitment IS BiG BUSiness!”

NSF S-STEM Proposal

Julie Wulf Plimpton, Dr. Patti Brooks, and Dr. Renae Spohn
submitted a $1M proposal to the National Science Foundation in
response to the call for STEM scholarship program development
in Spring 2021. While the proposal was not funded, valuable
feedback was received to inform the resubmission next year.

PHIT Proposal

Dr. Patti Brooks and Dr. Renae Spohn submitted a $4M proposal
to the Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT (ONC)
in response to a call for a collaborative development of public
health informatics training, delivery of the training, development
of a paid internship programs for students, and sustainability for
continued training for public health informatics professionals,
specifically focusing on minority service institutions. DSU was
not selected for this opportunity.

Sponsored Work
Companies and businesses can use help converting and
transforming massive amounts of data into something that their
customers can use and understand. An area company came
to DSU to seek that help, and provided funding for a two-year
project to Dr. David Zeng and his team to study that data, and
create content for the company’s website. The team will develop
the basic technology pieces and put them together, using their
technical expertise with Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine
learning algorithms and models. This effort will create a website
that will feature natural language generation, and be AI-powered,
and search engine optimization-friendly. Dr. David Zeng was
featured in a DSU News article about this opportunity.

Dr. Insu Park was a co-author of a paper titled “Does Information
Systems Support for Creativity Enhance Effective Information
Systems Use and Job Satisfaction in Virtual Work?” The paper
was published by Springer’s Information Systems Frontiers: A
Journal of Research and Innovation. Their study focused on two
important IS-related antecedents within virtual work contexts—
IS support for creativity and effective IS use—and their effects on
job satisfaction.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT NEWS
National Association for Healthcare
Quality Conference
Dr. Renae Spohn received a complimentary pass to attend the
National Association for Healthcare Quality (NAHQ) annual
virtual conference on September 13-15th, 2021 because of
working in academia. Founded in 1976, NAHQ is the leader
in the development of industry-standard healthcare quality
competencies and certification in healthcare quality. Dr. Spohn
has earned the Certified Professional in Healthcare Quality
(CPHQ) credential from this association, which validates her
knowledge of healthcare quality practices and competencies.

Faculty Development
Dr. Patti Brooks and Julie Wulf Plimpton participated in the New
Faculty Academy / Course Design Academy offered by Dakota
State University. The course utilized the textbook, “Creating
Significant Learning Experience” by L. Dee Fink. This six-week
academy teaches instructors how to revamp, re-design, and redevelop class with new innovative teaching strategies that cater to
all learners.

NEWLY REMODELED EAST HALL
The remodel of East Hall was completed this fall, with renovations in 2021 on the ground floor, 1st floor and 2nd floor which followed the
3rd floor renovations in 2019. There are now 62 offices and 6 classrooms housed in East Hall, as well as a new conference room. One of the
classrooms is designed as an auditorium, and all classrooms utilize modern technology for delivery and recording of classes as desired. We
had an open house in November to show off our beautiful new space.
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PROGRAM CURRICULUM
—
DSU Catalog

catalog.dsu.edu/

ACCREDITATION OR APPROVAL
—

The College of Business and Information Systems offers programs that have
been accredited or approved by meeting national standards.

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & INFORMATION SYSTEMS
—
Address

820 North Washington Avenue - East Hall
Madison, SD 57042
Phone

605-256-5165
Text

605-743-0583
Fax

605-256-5060
Email

BIS@dsu.edu

COLLEGE NEWSLETTERS

—

Beadle Scholar

scholar.dsu.edu/bisnews/
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